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ABSTRACT
The present work deals with a well-known problem in machine learning, that classes have generally
skewed prior probabilities distribution. This situation of imbalanced data is a handicap when trying to
identify the minority classes , usually more interesting one In real world applications. This paper is an
attempt to list the different approachs proposed in scientific research to deal with the imbalanced data
learning, as well a comparison between various applications cases performed on this subject.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Imbalances data learning problem has acquired in recent years a special interest from academics,
industries, and research teams. considered as one of the top 10 Challenging problems in Data
Mining [119],With great influx of attention devoted in scientific publication [117], due to the fact
that this problem is faced in different applications areas, such as social sciences [116], credit card
fraud detection [120] , taxes payment [92],
customer retention[81], customer churn
prediction[115], segmentation[99], medical diagnostic imaging[64], detection of oil spills from
satellite images[121], environmental studies[70], bioinformatics [118], and more recently in
improving mammography examinations for cancer detection [110].
When a model is trained on an imbalanced data set, it tends to show a strong bias to the majority
class, since classic learning algorithms intend to maximize the overall prediction accuracy.
Inductive classifiers are designed to minimize errors over the training instances, while Learning
algorithms, can ignore classes containing few instances [8]. several methods was proposed to
handle this kind of situation, from basic ones as sampling adjustment, to more complex like
Algorithm modification.
we review in this article the proposed methods till date with comparison and assessment, starting
by sampling adjustment, basic in section2 and advanced in section3.in subsequent cost-sensitive
learning methods are detailed in section4, while section 5 describe the Features selection
approaches, and final category about algorithm modification is analyzed in section6. finally,
section 7 makes some comparison of applications among previous research and conclusion.
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Table 1. Imbalanced Data learning Approaches.
SAMPLING METHODS
 BASIC SAMPLING METHODS
• Under-Sampling
• Over-Sampling
 ADVANCED SAMPLING METHODS
• Tomek Link
• The SMOTE approach
• Borderline-SMOTE
• One-Sided Selection OSS
• Neighbourhood Cleaning Rule NCL
• Bootstrap-based Over-sampling BootOS

COST-SENSITIVE LEARNING

ENSEMBLE LEARNING METHODS
 BAGGING
• Asymmetric bagging, SMOTE Bagging
• Over Bagging, Under Bagging
• Roughly balanced bagging , Lazy Bagging
• Random features selection
 BOOSTING
• Adaboost, SMOTEBoost , DataBoost-IM
 RANDOM FORESTS
• Balanced Random Forest BRF
• Weighted Random Forest WRF

FEATURE SELECTION METHODS

• Direct cost-sensitive learning methods
• Methods for cost-sensitive meta-learning
• Warpper
• Cost-sensitive
meta-learning
thresholding • PREE (Prediction Risk based
methods MetCost
selection for Easy Ensemble)
• Cost-sensitive meta-learning sampling methods

feature

ALGORITHMS MODIFICATION

•
•
•

Proposal for new splitting criteria DKM
Adjusting the distribution reference in the tree
Offset Entropy

2. BASIC SAMPLING METHODS
A common approach to deal with the imbalanced data is sample handling. The key idea is to preprocess the training set to minimize any differences between the classes. In other words, sampling
methods alter the priors distribution of minority and majority class in the training set to obtain a
more balanced number of instances in each class.

2.1. Under-Sampling and Over-Sampling
Two sampling methods are commonly used under-sampling (or down-sampling), and the
oversampling (or up-sampling).Under Sampling is a non-heuristic method that removes instances
of the majority class in order to balance the distribution of classes. The logic behind this is to try
to balance the data set in order to overcome the idiosyncrasies of algorithms.
Japkowicz [4] suggest to distinguish between two different types of under-sampling; Random
Under-Sampling RUS, that exclude randomly observations from majority class; and Focused
Under-Sampling FUS, that exclude the majority class observations present on the borders
between the two classes.
The over-sampling is an approach that increases the proportion of minority class by duplicating
observations of this class. We distinguish, Random Over-Sampling which is based on a random
selection of observation in duplication process, and Focused Over-Sampling that duplicate
observations on the borders between the majority and minority class.
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2.2. Assessment of under-Sampling and over-Sampling methods
The methods of under-sampling and over-sampling have been extensively studied in different
research, particularly in learning with decision tree algorithm [3][10][5] [7] [1] .The findings of
these studies were similar: the under-sampling leads to better results, while over-sampling
produces little or no change in performance. However, no approach outperforms always the other,
and it is difficult to determine a specific optimal rate of under-sampling or over-sampling which
always leads to better results. Some studies have combined the two approaches, [11], use the
over-sampling to improve the accuracy of classification, and under-sampling to reduce the size of
the training set.
The main disadvantage of under-sampling is that it may exclude potentially useful data [9], which
could be important for the model training process, and engender low performance of the
classifier. While the over-sampling increases the size of the training set, in consequence the
required time to build models. Even worse the addition of formal copies of instances can lead to a
situation of over-fitting; in an extreme case, the classifier rules will be generated to cover one
example duplicated several times[3]. As well the over-sampling does not introduce new
observation, so it does not present a solution to the fundamental issue of lack of data; This
explains why some studies have simply considered the over-sampling useless in improving model
learning [3], and under-sampling seems to have an advantage in comparison with the oversampling [2]
On the other hand, a more complex problem may appear with this two approach: knowing that the
goal of learning in the statistical theory is to estimate the distribution of a statistic within the
target population, we try to perform this through a representative random sample of the target
population, the under-sampling and over-sampling modify the distribution within the sample, than
will not be longer be considered random [8].
However, the disadvantages of these two approaches can be countered by more intelligent
sampling strategies, or by the use of weights as an alternative; In the case of under-sampling a
lowest weight is assigned to observation of the majority class; while in case of over-sampling,
highest weight is given to the observations of the minority class, these alternatives was
experimented in some studies as [16][12][14][13][15].

3. ADVANCED SAMPLING METHODS
3.1. Using Tomek Link
Tomek link abbreviated TLink was proposed by Ivan Tomek in 1976 [17] as a method of
enhancing the Nearest-Neighbor Rule; Tlink algorithm is running as following :
•
•
•

Having two observations x and y from different classes,
The distance between these two observations is denoted d(x, y),
The pair (x, y) is called TLink if there is not an observation z as d(x,z)<d(x,y) or
d(y,z)<d(x,y).

If two observations are a Tlink, so either one is a noise, or both are class boundaries.
The TLink can be used as a guide for under-sampling, or as a method of data cleaning, in the first
case, the observations from to the majority class are removed, as shown in the Figure 1, while in
the second both observation are discarded.
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Figure 1. TLink application.
This procedure was tested in scientific research, Kubat and Matwin[21] who used TLink as a
method of under-sampling by removing the observations of the majority class forming a TLink,
since observations away from the border are more secure for learning, and less sensitive to noise.
The TLink still relevant, this procedure was used in more recent research [22][20][23].
Another innovative approach based on TLink was proposed by Batista and Monard[18], using
under-sampling in order to minimize the amount of potentially useful observations; elements of
majority class are then classified, using TLink again as "safe "," borders "and" noise, they keep
for learning only items classified as safe as the whole minority class.

3.2. The SMOTE approach
The SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) method is an advanced method of
over-sampling introduced by Chawla & all [19]; essentially it aims to make the decision borders
of minority class more general, and thus turned the issue over-fitting with basic over-sampling as
detailed above.
The principle of this method is to generate new observations in the minority class by interpolating
the existing ones. The algorithm is as following Figure 2:
•
•
•

For each observation x of the minority class, identify its k-nearest neighbor,
Select randomly a few neighbours (the number depends on the rate of over-sampling),
Artificial observations are spread along the line joining the original observation x to its
nearest neighbour.

Figure 2. SMOTE application.
The effectiveness of this method was tested in Chawla [1], even some authors enhance the
original concept like Han et al[25], who proposed borderline-SMOTE in which only the minority
individuals close to the borders that are over-sampled.Figure3 illustrates the principle of applying
SMOTE Borderline detailed as following:
(a) is the representation of the original data set, the black dots are the observations of the majority
class, while red represents the minority class.(b) Identification of minority observations that are
on the border with the majority class and are encircled in blue.(c) the final data set after applying
SMOTE only to observations circled in blue.
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Figure 3. SMOTE Borderline application.
The SMOTE Borderline produce better results than the original SMOTE, since observation
located on the borders are the most likely ones to be misclassified.
Batista propose an approach combining SMOTE and TLink figure 4 detailed as following: (a) the
initial imbalanced data set, (b) random over-sampling of the minority class using the SMOTE, (c)
using TLink we detect the noise elements that appear on the majority class, (d) elimination of
noise. This approach provid acceptable results; however, we observe that it expand significantly
the boundaries of the minority class in detriment of the majority class.

Figure 4. SMOTE and TLink combining approach.

3.3. One-Sided Selection OSS
The One-Sided Selection is an under-sampling approach proposed by Kubat and Matwin[21], in
which the redundant observations, noise, and boundaries are identified and eliminated from the
majority class; firstly we run TLink to locate noise and limits observations, then, closest nearest
neighbor CNN to identify redundant observations, both of them are eliminated, remaining
observations majority as well as minority class are used to reconstruct the training set.
The OSS was experienced in [25][29] , it is an efficient algorithm especially in the case of high
imbalanced data, but it requires significant execution time and processing resources [28].

3.4. Neighbourhood Cleaning Rule NCL
Neighbourhood Cleaning Rule NCL [26] is under-sampling approach that use the Wilson's Edited
Nearest Neighbor Rule ENN[30] to remove some observations from the majority class.
For reminder, the Wilson's Edited Nearest Neighbor Rule ENN identify the three nearest
neighbours of each observation, then it eliminates all observations whose class labels differs from
the 2/3 nearest neighbor.
The ENN algorithm removes noisy observations as it gathers the boundary points closely to the
decision boundary, it avoids the over-fitting.
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3.5. Bootstrap-based Over-sampling BootOS
The On BootOS is an over-sampling approach proposed by Zhu and Hovy[29].
As illustrated by Jo Japkowicz [28] the classic over-sampling, although it may reduce the
imbalance between classes, it increases per cons the imbalance within classes due to the random
duplication of minority observations. Bootstrap set avoids exact duplication of observations in the
minority class, and secondly, it can provide a smoothing of distribution on the training samples,
which can impair the problem of imbalance in the class generated by a basic over-sampling.

4. ENSEMBLE LEARNING METHODS
The use of ensemble learning methods was popular for a long time to boost classifier performance
on a data set; these methods are based primarily on the work of Breiman[34], they was adapted to
the context of unbalanced data across different research.

4.1. Bagging
The principle behind baaging-Bootstrap AGGregatING- is to combine classifiers by altering their
inputs (learning observations) using iteration of bootstrap sampling technique on the training set
[34] or by assigning weights to observations; at the end the prediction is given by majority voting
process, which ensure that the errors will be ignored. The main contribution of baaging is to
reduce the variance of the MSE (mean squared error), therefore, this method shows a significant
improvement if it is associated to relatively unstable and inputs sensitive algorithms such as
decision tree[49].
However, knowing that the bootstrap sampling is performed on all data regardless their class
labels (majority or minority), the unbalanced distribution will be hold in each sub-sample pulled;
that’s the main failure associated with basic version of bagging. To be more useful in the context
of imbalanced data, several variants were developed from the original one, which we quote the
most recent:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Asymmetric bagging [56]: in this method, in each bootstrap iteration, the full minority
class is maintained, then a partition of equal size is derived from the majority class
SMOTEBagging [58]: combination of SMOTE and bagging, this approach uses initially
SMOTE to generate synthetic observations in the minority class, and then apply the
bagging to the majority class in second stage.
Over Bagging [58]: apply a random over-sampling on the minority class on each
bootstrap iteration.
Under Bagging [46]: apply a random under-sampling on the majority class on each
bootstrap iteration.
Roughly balanced bagging [43]: within this method weights are assigned to observations
in order to ensure the balancing between classes on each bootstrap iteration. This variant
was also experienced by [38] and returned suitable results.
Lazy Bagging [60]: apply bagging only on the k nearest points using identified using the
nearest neighbor algorithm.
Random features selection [53]: random features selection combined with random subsample selection. On [53][48] demonstrate that combination of random space in the SVM
can be an effective method for learning highly unbalanced financial data.
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4.2. Boosting
The boosting finds its origin in the PAC (Probably Approximately Correct learning) which was
proposed by [57][44] were first asked the question whether a low learning algorithm that
performs just slightly better than random can be "boosted" in the PAC model to become a strong
arbitrarily reliable algorithm. The idea remained so obscure until development Adabost, one of
the first fully functional methods boosting implementation.

4.2.1 Adaboost
The Adaboost (Adaptive Boosting) is a method of iterative boosting introduced by Freund and
Schapire[40][41]. It allocates variants weight to the observations during training. So, after each
iteration, the weight of misclassified observations increases, while that of correctly classified
decreases. Contained weights correction imposes on the learning process to focus more on
misclassified in subsequent iterations. Given that in case of imbalanced data, most often the
minority class is incorrectly classified, the boosting will therefore improve the accuracy of the
obtained results [9].
The boosting, although it is as effective technique, easy to implement, it shows risk of overtraining on outliers, which are often positioned at class boundaries limits, most probably
incorrectly classified in the learning. This point was qualified in [38], which deducts following an
application of bagging and boosting on the same training set, the bagging guarantee better
performance, while boosting solution is a highly profitable and high-risk at once. We find a
similar comparison in [51] applying the bagging and boosting learning in combination with
decision trees.
Other applications was made through Adaboost or the general concept of boosting in various area
such as fraud detection [55], text recognition [50], we also find [47] comparing the performance
of AdaBoost, and SMOTE associated with SVM algorithm, conclude the superiority of AdaBoost
in some cases. With [54][59] have built-in a cost component to the weighting phase, which
emphasized the importance of the minority basis, and improves the accuracy rate. Noting that
boosting may increase risk of over-training of minority class, Chawla [36] proposed
SMOTEBoost algorithm adding artificial individuals by SMOTE method instead of simply
increasing the weight of minority class observation.
The DataBoost-IM is also another algorithm developed by Guo et al, it combines data generation
and boosting to improve the predictive accuracy within two classes, without focusing on minority
at the expense of the majority class. Several other variants of AdaBoost have had proposed,
including LP-Boost [37], AdaBoostReg, LPReg / QPReg-AdaBoost [25] and Nonlinear Boost
[35].
However, Banfield and al [31] have demonstrated, from experiments performed on 57 data sets,
that improvement of accuracy with boosting is limited to cases decision trees use, only when the
training set is quite broad.
On the other hand it is often face with a debate between the boosting by re-sampling and boosting
by re-weighting; Breiman [32] conclude at this point that boosting by re-sampling increases
accuracy in the case of not pruned decision trees.

4.3. Random Forests
Random Forests (RF), proposed by Breiman [33], is a generalization of standard decision trees,
based on bagging from a single training set of random not pruned decision trees.
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Two sources of randomization are used sequentially in the algorithm:
•
•

A random sample derived with replacement of the whole training set (bagging)
Only a random subset of exogenous variables is used in the splits of each node during the
construction phase.

The classification of a given observation is made by majority vote out of all trees results.
During the random bootstrap phases, about 1/3 of training set observations are not used in
building decision tree [62]; these observations are called out-of-bag (OOB). For each tree, the
OOB are used as test set, which allows generating an unbiased estimator of the error rate.
Consequently random forests do not need a set of additional tests or cross-validation to evaluate
its results.
This approach of random forests is more relevant and effective for highly multidimensional data
sets, when randomization coupled with the multiplication of trees allows better exploration of the
representation space [100]. it was used in case of imbalanced data as in predicting customer
profitability and retention[81], segmentation using imbalanced data[99], ecological study[70],
model learning in medical imaging[100][64]. Random forests have a significant performance
improvement compared to standard decision trees such as C&RT, C5.0, and adaboost.
Chen et al [2] proposed two alternatives that are better suited to highly imbalanced data situation.

4.3.1 Balanced Random Forest BRF
in the case of using Random forest in severely imbalanced data, there is a strong probability that a
bootstrap sample contains little or no observation of the minority class, which causes a decision
tree with poor prediction performance on the minority class. The stratified bootstrap, which is the
source of innovation provided by the balanced random forests, is a solution to this problem. The
BRF algorithm is detailed as following:
•
•
•
•

For each iteration in the random forest, take a bootstrap sample of minority class,
Extract the same number of observations of the majority class; the sample is than
balanced.
Produce a tree from each bootstrap sample using a number of variables randomly
selected.
Aggregate predictions all using majority voting

4.3.1 Weighted Random Forest WRF
Another approach to make more appropriate random forests for highly skewed data learning is to
include classes’ weights; so we attribute an important penalty to misclassified minority cases. The
weights are incorporated in two locations: in the tree induction process the weight are used for
balances the Gini criteria used in the split; and in the leaf nodes of each tree, the weight
considered again. The assignment of class to each leaf node is determined by "weighted majority
vote."

5. COST-SENSITIVE LEARNING
The techniques listed until now acting on the distribution of classes in the training set to ensure a
better balance; However, in several imbalanced data contexts such as fraud detection, intrusion
prevention, medical diagnosis, or risk management, it is not only the distribution that is
asymmetric but also the costs of misclassification, whereas most conventional learning algorithms
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assume that misclassification within the same training set have identical costs. From these
findings, the incorporation of costs in learning sequences has proven be a practical and effective
solution to the unbalanced data issue
Based on actual cases, in medical diagnosis example, the cost of a false positive (false alarm) is
limited to additional medical tests that the patient will suffer, while the cost of a false negative
(misdiagnosis) will be fatal as potentially affected patient will be considered healthy. Likewise in
fraud detection in banking transactions, false positives induce further infertile investigation, or the
false negative result in exorbitant fraudulent transactions. finally, in customer relationship
management, the false positive results in additional direct marketing costs (customer call, letter,
visit to shop ...), while a false negative for the company is a loss of a potential customer, so less
revenue, in such situations, it is important to accurately classify the minority class in order to
reduce the overall cost.

5.1. Cost-Sensitive Learning Algorithm
To illustrate this method, we consider the following confusion matrix M associated to a cost
matrix C
Table 2. Confusion and Cost Matrix

Actual
Positive '1'
Actual
Negative '0'

Predicted
Positive '1'
TP (True
positive)
FP (False
Positive)

Predicted
Negative '0'
FN (False
Negative)
TN (true
Négative)

Predicted
Positive '1'
Actual
C (1,1) TP
Positive '1'
Actual
C (1,0) FP
Negative '0'

Predicted
Negative '0'
C (0,1) FN
C (0,0) TN

Note that C (i, i) combined with TP or TN is usually considered an advantage or gain (more
precisely denied cost) as the observation is correctly predicted in both cases.
Usually, the minority or rare class is considered as positive class. It is often more expensive
misclassified a real positive as negative (FN), to classify a real negative as positive example (FP).
In other words, the value C (0.1) assigned to FN is generally greater than that of C (1.0)
associated to FP, and this is what we deduce from the above examples (medical diagnosis, bank
fraud, customer relationship management).
Given the cost matrix, an example should be classified in the class with the minimum expected
cost. The expected cost R (i | x) to classify an observation x in class i can be expressed as follows:
(1)
R(i | x) =
P( i | x) ∗ C (i, j)

∑
j

Where P (i | x) is the estimation of priori probability that observation x belong to a class i.
An observation x is predicted positive if and only if:
P(0|x) C(1,0) + P(1|x) C(1,1) ≤ P(0|x) C (0,0) + P(1|x) C (0.1 )
Which is equivalent to

(2)

P(1|x) (C (1,0) - C (0,0)) ≤ P(0|x) (C (0,1) - C (1,1))

(3)

The initial cost of the matrix can be converted to a simpler, subtracting C(1,1) of the first column,
and C(0,0) of the second column
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Table 3. Simplified Cost Matrix

Actual
Positive '1'
Actual
Negative '0'

Predicted
Positive '1'

Predicted
Negative '0'

0

C(0,1)- C(0,0)

C(1,0)- C(1,1)

0

According to the simplified costs matrix, the classifier predicts an observation x as positive if and
only if P (0 | x) C (1,0) ≤ P (1 | x) C (0.1)
By projecting this matrix to the case of customer retention:
• The cost of a false positive C(FP) = C (1,0) - C (1,1) = Cost of a gift given to retain a customer
• The cost of a false negative C(FN) = C (1,0) - C (1,1) = loss of a customer
The total cost of misclassification = FP*C (FP) + FN*C (FN)
Since P (0| x) = 1 - P (1| x), we can get threshold p* for classifying an observation x positive if
P(1|x) ≥ p*, with the development:

P(0 | x) C(1,0) ≤ P(1 | x) C(0,1)..
(1 - P(1 | x)) C(1,0) ≤ P(1 | x) C(0,1)..
C(1,0) ≤ P(1 | x) (C(0,1) + C(1,0))...
C (1,0)
≤ P(1 | x)...
C (1,0) + C (0,1)
In conclusion:

p* =

C (1,0)
FP
=
C (1,0) + C (0,1) FP + FN

(4)

So if a cost-insensitive classifier may produce a posterior probability estimation P(1| x) for
observations xi, we can make cost sensitive by selecting the classification threshold in terms
of(1), and classify any observation as positive when P (1|x) ≥ p*. This is the principle on which
meta-learning costs sensitive algorithms are based such as “Relabeling”. For other algorithms that
do not offer the option to include costs directly (such as regression algorithms: Generalized linear,
logistic, PLS ..), Elkan [74] specifies that we can make cost sensitive through a re-sampling
performed as follows:
•
•

Maintain all observations of the minority class
Made a sub-sampling the majority class with the multiplier C(1,0)/C(0,1) = FP/FN

Knowing that generally C(1.0) <C(0.1), the multiplier is less than 1.
“Proportional sampling” is another alternative that consists to create a sample include minority
and majority classes observations in accordance with the proportion
P(1)*FN: P(0)*FP

(5)
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Where P(1) and P(0) are the prior probabilities of positive and negative observations, in the initial
data set.
In cost-sensitive learning, usually costs are not precisely known, we tend to use approximations
or ratios of proportionality; on the other hand, as stated Domingos [72], the cost is not necessarily
monetary value, it can be a waste of time or even the severity of the disease in some cases;
Turney [101] provides a comprehensive overview of different types of costs, it grouped into ten
categories, in addition to the cost of misclassification, there is the cost of data acquisition (for
observations and attribute), calculation costs, human-machine interaction costs, testing costs, and
so on. However, the cost of misclassification is most considered in literature [90], although some
methods were developed to account for these varieties of costs, like [71] who use operating costs
of coupling misclassification and test costs.
Ling and Sheng [85] propose to consider two families of applying the cost sensitive learning:

5.2. Direct cost-sensitive learning methods
That introduce and use direct costs in the learning algorithm, several experiments were carried out
according to this approach, particularly by associating decision trees as [73][86][98][104],
furthermore, some research, have analyzed the behaviour of decision trees under the costsensitive learning, in order to understand the interaction between costs and imbalance data such as
[102][88][105].

5.3. Methods for cost-sensitive meta-learning
Methods of cost-sensitive meta-learning convert cost insensitive classifiers to cost-sensitive one.
They operate as intermediate component that pre-processes training data, or post-processes
output. These methods can be classified into two main categories: thresholding methods and
sampling methods, based respectively on equations (4) and (5) mentioned above.

5.3.1 Cost-sensitive meta-learning thresholding methods
MetCost [72] is the most known algorithm in this family; the idea is that we affect each
observation to the class that minimizes the final global cost, running as following:
•
•
•
•

A set of models is generated on different bootstrap samples.
The probability of belonging to each class is estimated for each individual using vote.
Then each individual is assigned to the class that minimizes the total cost.
The final result is obtained on the re-labelled data set.

Other algorithms were developed under this category, including [97][66][103].

5.3.1 Cost-sensitive meta-learning sampling methods
The sampling methods alter in the first class distribution of training data in terms of (5) and apply
directly costs insensitive classifiers to the sampled data. Two main methods are positioned under
this category: the Costing [113] and Weighting [61].
Other than these categories of costs sensitive learning, other emerging approaches was developed,
which consist of:
•

Combine costs with boosting: as in the case of AdaCl [54] or AdaCost[75]; the first one
introduce the costs within the exponent of Adaboost weights update formula; while the
second instead applying the cost elements directly, it uses a costs adjustment function that
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increases aggressively the weight of costly errors misclassified observations, and
decreases at the same time the weight correctly classified observations.
•

Use advanced sampling methods in meta-learning cases: by “smart” re-sampling mainly
through TLink and SMOTE as recently performed by Thai-Naghe and all [103].

6. FEATURE SELECTION METHODS
Is a relevant approach for large data sets exploration, particularly adopted with sets of highdimensional data [77]. In the context of unbalanced data, the Feature selection was
accommodated to select attributes that lead to greater separability between classes [67].
Warpper method proposed by Kohavi [79] is one of the first concrete feature selection
applications in unbalanced data. As describe in figure () learning algorithm is executed so
recurring over a separate part from the dataset, using different subsets of attributes; the attributes
subset with the best performance evaluation is used as a final set to build final classifier over all
learning set .
Feature Selection Search
Training Set

Performance
estimation

Feature Set

Training Set

Feature Set

Induction Algorithm
Test set

Induction
algorithm
Estimated
accuracy

Final Evaluation

Figure 5. Warpper algorithm
In the same perspective, Zheng [111] propose an improved framework for features selection
considering a selection for positive and negative classes independently, then combining them
explicitly.
Feature selection was combined in some experiments with other methods, including the Ensemble
learning methods, particularly in risk prediction through the PREE method [84] (Prediction Risk
based feature selection for Easy Ensemble) we also find the combination with Tomek Link[112],
or even thresholding [106]. Castillo and Serrano [68] present another innovative approach, they
do not focus on the feature selection specially, but it fits into their work environment, they use a
multi-classifier system strategy to build several classifiers, each classifier do its own feature
selection based on genetic algorithm.

7. ALGORITHMS MODIFICATION
The aim of modifying algorithm is to provide adjustments on the learning algorithm (decision
tree, regression, factor analysis...) in order to make them more relevant and appropriate to
imbalance data situations. This approach is used mainly with Decision Tree and SVM; however
few studies were done through this approach, since the options and opportunity within are limited
compared to those detailed so far.
As a reminder, the decision trees are based on information gain criteria to split each node parent
in the tree; the Gini index, Kh-2, and Shannon entropy are the gain criteria usually used with trees
C&RT, CHAID and C5.0 respectively. We can list three methods classified under this approach.
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7.1. Proposal for new splitting criteria
A more recent splitting criteria was proposed by Dietterich and al [69] known as DKM, which is
more sensitive to the asymmetry than classical entropy. Various authors such as [73][76][109]
have experienced as the DKM in decision tree, and aquire a performance improvement in most of
imbalanced data cases.
Following same approach, Cieslak [38] proposes to use the Hellinger distance as splitting
criteria, he develop a decision tree called HDDT, which presents the best performance out of
conventional algorithms, and even demonstrated superiority over the DKM.

7.2. Adjusting the distribution reference in the tree
The adjustment of the distribution reference - implicitly assumed to be uniform - was proposed in
the literature through the involvement index developed by Gras and al [78] as a measure of
quality of association rules. For a given rule, it is defined from the cons-examples; in the case of
decision trees, it is in each leaf node the number of cases that are not matching the assigned
category; thus, instead of measuring deviations from uniform distribution to assign node classes,
it is measured against this initial training set distribution. This technique was tested in [95][93].

7.3. Offset Entropy
Introduced per Lallich et al [80] and Marcellin et al [91], Off Center Entropy (OCE) idea is to
consider the prior distribution of classes in the partitioning criteria.
This approach comprises moving the standard maximum entropy to the point where it takes its
maximum according to the classes’ distribution, allowing the user to determine the point of
maximum uncertainty. The effect of OCE is exposed in Figure 2, where at left we have the
classical probability distribution of entropy uncertainty, and at right offset entropy modified to fit
with a distribution of two classes (90 %, 10%) in the training set.
This approach was experienced mainly in the work of Lenca et al [82] and Zighed et al [114].

Figure 6. Off Set Entropy illustration

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The multitude of methods described so far shows a part of the richness of the subject, and
secondly the difference and disparity logical resolution adopted by researchers, this gives rise to a
more complex question: What is the best approach to use?.
Experiments done on different methods conclude with ambiguous results: while Anand et al[63],
certified by Li et al[15] opt for sampling methods as optimal solution, we observe on the other
front McCarthy et al [65]in agreement with Liu et al[88] on the superiority of the cost sensitive
learning; while Quinlan[94] and Thomas [100] are approving ensemble learning methods; on the
other hand Cieslak[38] and Marcellin[90] defend the algorithm modification approaches.
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Looking back over the families of methods distinctively, we find that the sampling methods,
which are based on remove or duplicate some observations, are facing firstly to the difficulty of
distinguishing between minority and noise observations as specified by Kotasiantis et al[8],
although this point is trying to be solved partly in advanced sampling methods (such as Tlink or
SMOTE), it remains difficult to identify objectively the over-sampling (or sub-sampling) rate; as
a matter of principle is revealed: at what level is it acceptable to delete, duplicate or generate
observations in the learning sample?, noting that these samples are, in some cases, a partial
representation of phenomenon mainly in Social Science or customer behaviour analysis with
influencing factors that cannot be exhaustively surveyed. However, these critics do not exclude
the main advantage of sampling methods that are easily transportable and can be associated with
the majority of statistical learning algorithms. counter to costs sensitive learning, that even it is
based on more robust thinking sense, it operate exclusively with limited progressive learning
method such as decision trees, neural networks, or some regression model; and similarly, the of
accurate costs determination is another major drawback associated with the cost-sensitive
learning, since in proportion to the importance given to costs difference in learning, it may cause
a significant volatility results by different user on the same training set.
The ensemble learning methods have the advantage to require less of setting, and modest user
interaction, as they occur in successive iterations, which makes them effectively with large
volumes of data. However, they are limited to use with decision trees which constitute the basis
of ensemble learning methods.
Finally, the algorithms modification methods, despite being effective even with small sample
sizes as demonstrated by Lallich et al[80], they are suffering from the development complexity
and limited options available in this category.
To summarize, each family of methods offers advantages and show disadvantages which varied
depending on the context and scope of training data; well as in some cases these different
approach are aligned as conclude Maloof [89] by observing that the sampling methods, costsensitive learning and Off Center Entropy have similar effects. In conclusion, the comparison of
different concepts reminder us the famous theory of Wolpert's[107][108] “No free Lunch
Theorems” that assume “the learning algorithms cannot be universally superior”, therefore, in
imbalanced data learning, the unique optimal solution does not exist, will the best solution
depend on the context of learned data.
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